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Dynamics of the Transition between Open
and Closed Conformations in a
Calmodulin C-Terminal Domain Mutant
portant for processes such as molecular recognition by
“induced fit” and enzyme activity [7–10]. Nuclear mag-
netic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy provides a power-
ful means to study the dynamics of proteins and other
biomolecules at atomic resolution over a wide range of
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SE-221 00 Lund timescales [11–14]. Heteronuclear spin relaxation mea-
surements commonly identify regions of proteins thatSweden
experience conformational fluctuations on a timescale
of microseconds to milliseconds, but detailed analyses
of the microscopic time constants and the structuralSummary
nature of the exchange process have so far been rare
[15–18]. Recent developments in NMR enable character-Background: Calmodulin is a ubiquitous Ca21-acti-
ization of conformational exchange with correlationvated regulator of cellular processes in eukaryotes. The
times as short as z10 ms in solution, using off-resonancestructures of the Ca21-free (apo) and Ca21-loaded states
rotating-frame 15N spin relaxation [19–22]. In the presentof calmodulin have revealed that Ca21 binding is associ-
study, we have utilized this method to characterize theated with a transition in each of the two domains from
dynamics of a large-scale transition between foldeda closed to an open conformation that is central to target
conformations in the C-terminal domain of calmodulinrecognition. However, little is known about the dynamics
(CaM).of this conformational switch.
CaM is a ubiquitous eukaryotic protein that couples
transient increases in intracellular Ca21 concentration
Results: The dynamics of the transition between closed with numerous regulatory processes by undergoing a
and open conformations in the Ca21-loaded state of the conformational transition that triggers target recognition
E140Q mutant of the calmodulin C-terminal domain were [23]. CaM consists of two structurally homologous do-
characterized under equilibrium conditions. The ex- mains joined by a flexible linker. Each domain contains
change time constants (tex) measured for 42 residues two Ca21 binding helix-loop-helix motifs called EF-
range from 13 to 46 ms, with a mean of 21 6 3 ms. hands [24, 25] that are packed in a head-to-head orienta-
The results suggest that tex varies significantly between tion with a short b-type interaction connecting the two
different groups of residues and that residues with simi- loops. The a helices and Ca21 binding loops of CaM are
lar values exhibit spatial proximity in the structures of denoted A–H and I–IV, respectively. Each CaM domain
apo and/or Ca21-saturated wild-type calmodulin. Using binds two calcium ions with positive cooperativity and
data for one of these groups, we obtained an open dissociation constants in the micromolar range [26].
population of po 5 0.50 6 0.17 and a closed ! open Upon Ca21 binding to CaM, the helices in each EF-hand
rate constant of ko 5 (2.7 6 1.0) 3 104 s21. change their relative orientations from approximately
antiparallel to orthogonal, corresponding to a “closed-
to-open” structural transition of the domain [27–31],Conclusions: The conformational exchange dynamics
which also involves significant repacking of the hy-appear to involve locally collective processes that de-
drophobic core. In the open conformation, the domainpend on the structural topology. Comparisons with pre-
exposes a large hydrophobic patch that forms the bind-vious results indicate that similar processes occur in
ing sites for various targets [23, 32–35]. This conforma-the wild-type protein. The measured rates match the
tional switch is thus central to CaM-mediated signalestimated Ca21 off rate, suggesting that Ca21 release
transduction in the cell. The time-averaged structuresmay be gated by the conformational dynamics. Struc-
of the open and closed states have been characterizedtural interpretation of estimated chemical shifts sug-
by X-ray crystallography [27, 28] and NMR spectroscopygests a mechanism for ion release.
[29–31]. Recent X-ray crystallographic studies of cal-
cium-loaded CaM at 1.0 A˚ resolution reveal correlatedIntroduction
disorder of the backbone and side chains, suggesting
a hierarchy of conformational substates [36]. 15N spinThe conformational fluctuations and dynamical proper-
relaxation experiments have been used to characterizeties of a protein are intimately coupled to its function
the intramolecular dynamics of apo [37] and Ca21-[1–6]. Conformational transitions on microsecond to mil-
loaded CaM [38], as well as of a complex between Ca21–lisecond timescales are believed to be particularly im-
CaM and a target peptide [39]. In contrast, the dynamics
of the structural transition have not been addressed
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a timescale of microseconds to milliseconds [40]. In fective fields and a temperature of 301 K. E140Q Tr2C
addition, molecular dynamics simulations have been (corresponding to residues M76–K148 of CaM and in-
used to study motions on timescales of nanoseconds cluding the mutation E140Q) contains 73 backbone am-
that appear to sample the initial stages of the transition ide groups. The resonances of the two N-terminal resi-
process [41]. Recent studies have indicated that confor- dues were not observed in the NMR spectra, presumably
mational transitions in CaM occur with rates similar to due to rapid amide proton exchange with the solvent.
the Ca21 and Mg21 off-rates from CaM, suggesting that Measurements could not be obtained for N97 and Q140
the release of cations may be gated by the intramolecu- due to severe spectral overlap. For the remaining 69
lar dynamics [40, 42, 43]. residues, R1r values were obtained at nominal tilt angles
The isolated N- and C-terminal domain fragments of ranging from 198 to 648 (measured at the midpoint of
CaM denoted Tr1C and Tr2C retain the Ca21 binding the 15N spectrum). The rapidly decaying intensities of
properties [26] and structural response to Ca21 binding I100, Y138, and E139 precluded reliable R1r measure-
[31, 44] observed for the corresponding domains in in- ments for these residues at the largest nominal tilt angle,
tact CaM. We have focused on wild-type Tr2C (wt-Tr2C) u 5 648, where the R2 contribution is largest. Except for
and two mutants in a series of studies that aims at the cases mentioned above, fits of single-exponential
characterizing the molecular processes of the Ca21- decays to the experimental data were accepted on the
induced conformational switch. The mutants E104Q and 95% confidence level for all residues at all tilt angles.
E140Q modify the critical bidentate Ca21-ligating car- Representative relaxation curves at a nominal tilt angle
boxylate residue in the twelfth position of loops III and IV, of u 5 548 are shown in Figure 1a. The eight data pairs
respectively. The structure, dynamics, and Ca21 binding (u, R1r) form a relaxation dispersion curve [c.f. equation
properties of both mutants have been investigated pre- (1)], as exemplified in Figure 1b. An alternative represen-
viously using 1H and 15N NMR spectroscopy [45, 46]. tation of these data are given by (R1r 2 R1)/sin2u plotted
The E!Q mutations decrease the Ca21 affinity of the as a function of v2e, as shown in Figure 1c.
mutated site such that sequential binding is observed;
E140Q binds the first Ca21 in loop III and the second
Ca21 in loop IV, while the reverse is observed for E104Q. Exchange Model and Optimization
NMR studies have shown that the (Ca21)2-bound states of Dynamic Parameters
of both mutants exchange between at least two confor- Based on our previous observations indicating two ma-
mations on a submillisecond timescale [43, 45, 46]. The jor conformations [43, 45], a minimal two-state ex-
two major conformations appear similar to the apo change model was applied here. Two parameters, tex
(closed) and Ca21-loaded (open) structures of wt-Tr2C, and `, were included to describe the exchange for each
as gauged by the simultaneous observation of two sets residue. The exchange time constant (tex) is the effectiveof interproton distances, derived from NOESY spectra, mean lifetime of the two conformations and is related
that are mutually exclusive in the sense that one set is to the microscopic opening and closing rates ko and kcsatisfied in the apo structure but violated in the Ca21- [see equation (3)]. The parameter ` contains information
loaded structure and vice versa [45]. In addition, the
on the populations and 15N chemical shifts of the ex-
majority of the residues have chemical shifts that are in
changing conformations [see equation (4)]. The opti-
between those of apo and (Ca21)2 wt-Tr2C [45]. Appar- mized model included also as free parameters the longi-ently, the mutation E!Q destabilizes the open confor-
tudinal and transverse relaxation rate constants R1optmation that predominates in the (Ca21)2 state of the wild- and R02opt. For each 15N spin, these four parameters (tex,type protein. Similar observations have been made for
`, R1opt, and R02opt) were fit to the experimental relaxationsite I of the homologous protein troponin C, where the
data (R1, R02, R2, and the eight values of R1r), as outlinedcorresponding residue was mutated E!A, with the re-
in equations (9)–(12). The significance of any resultingsult that the protein remained closed in the Ca21-bound
relaxation dispersion was assessed by F-statistical test-state [47]. Recently, we used the temperature depen-
ing [48], comparing the four-parameter fit with a two-dence of the 15N spin relaxation rates in the laboratory
parameter fit that included only the optimized parame-frame to obtain unequivocal evidence for conforma-
ters R1opt and R02opt, (i.e., conformational exchange wastional exchange affecting essentially all residues of the
excluded in the latter fit). For 57 residues out of the 69,protein and to evaluate semiquantitatively the time-
the quality of the fit was significantly improved whenscales and energetics of the exchange process [43].
exchange was included.The present study provides a detailed analysis of the
Figures 1b and 1c show representative R1r relaxationmicroscopic exchange dynamics of the transition be-
dispersion curves. Precise measurements of ` and textween open and closed conformations in (Ca21)2-E140Q.
were obtained for 42 residues. The remaining 15 resi-Off-resonance rotating-frame 15N spin relaxation experi-
dues exhibit small degrees of relaxation dispersion,ments [19–22] yield residue-specific microscopic ex-
yielding either fits of poor quality or substantial uncer-change time constants, as well as estimates of the popu-
tainties in the optimized parameters (with few excep-lations and chemical shift differences between the
tions, tex falls in the range of 10–100 ms). Limited relax-conformations, thereby providing unique insights into
ation dispersion is expected for these residues becausethe nature of the conformational dynamics.
the 15N chemical shift changes observed upon Ca21
binding to wt-Tr2C are small, with a mean value ofResults and Discussion
,Dd(wt). 5 0.91 6 0.65 ppm and a maximal shift differ-
ence of 2.8 ppm (observed for G98). The following dis-R1r Relaxation Dispersion Measurements
cussion involves only the set of 42 residues for whichWe have measured off-resonance rotating-frame 15N
spin relaxation rate constants (R1r) at eight different ef- well-determined exchange parameters were obtained.
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mental data acquired several months apart and on differ-
ent samples, are mutually consistent.
Equation (12) is derived for the fast exchange limit
texdv ,, 1. The optimized parameters obtained here
(see below) yield texdv , 0.1 in all cases, suggesting
that the fast exchange limit is fulfilled. We investigated
further the extent of agreement between actual and opti-
mized parameters by simulating off-resonance R1r relax-
ation data using the homogeneous Bloch–McConnell
equations [49–52] using MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc.),
and subsequently fitting equation (12) against the simu-
lated data (J. E. and M. A., unpublished data). The simu-
lations indicate that for the ranges of tex and ` values
reported here [13–46 ms and (0.02 2 2) 3 106 s22, respec-
tively] the results should be accurate to within 15% (tex)
and 12% (`). These maximal errors are obtained for
heavily skewed populations, po 5 0.9, and large chemi-
cal shift differences, |Dd| 5 10 ppm, while for more equal
populations and smaller chemical shift differences the
errors are substantially smaller. Thus, for the large ma-
jority of residues (see below) the systematic error is
within 5% for both tex and `, which is less than the esti-
mated random errors of z6%–60%. Faster exchange pro-
cesses (tex , 5 ms) are not subject to misinterpretation,
because they do not yield appreciable dispersion, given
the effective fields used in the present study. In sum-
mary, the simulations validate the exchange parameters
extracted using equation (12).
Residue-Specific Exchange Time Constants
The resulting values of tex are shown as a function of
amino acid sequence in Figure 2a. The tex values range
between 13 and 46 ms, with a weighted mean of
,tex. 5 21 and weighted uncertainty of ,st. 5 3 ms.
The well-defined mean exchange time constant for the
opening–closing process corroborates earlier estimates
of tex z17–20 ms [43]. Although the majority of residues
exhibit values of tex z20 ms, the results suggest that
there is a significant variation in tex between differentFigure 1. Off-Resonance Rotating-Frame 15N Relaxation Data
residues. The heterogeneity among the tex values is fur-Representative data are shown for R86 (filled circles), S101 (filled
triangles), and D131 (open squares). (a) R1r decay curves obtained ther revealed by the shape of the sum of normal distribu-
at a nominal tilt angle of u 5 548. The lines show the single-exponen- tions derived from the tex values and their standard devi-
tial fits of the equation I(t) 5 I(0)exp(2R1rt) to the experimental data ations (Figure 2b). The current experiment does not
for each residue. The bars represent the estimated uncertainties
detect conformational exchange processes with time(one standard deviation) in the measured intensities. The tilt angles
constants much less than 10 ms, implying that theand optimized values of R1r are 57.58, 8.0 6 0.2 s21 (R86); 57.58,
skewed distribution could potentially be due to experi-15.8 6 0.5 s21 (S101); and 52.18, 10.4 6 0.2 s21 (D131). The rotating-
frame 15N relaxation rate constants (R1r) are shown as a function of mental limitations. Geary’s test of normality [48] indi-
(b) tilt angle, u, and (c) the effective field squared, ve2 [c.f. equations cates that the distribution of tex values deviates only
(1) and (2)]. R1 is included at u 5 08, and R2 (inverted symbols) and weakly from a gaussian. The site-to-site variability in tex
R02 at u 5 908 [43]. The solid lines represent the nonlinear fits, as was estimated as follows. The standardized variable Z 5described in detail in the text [c.f. equations (9)–(12)]. Error bars
(tex – ,tex.)/st, in which st is the estimated standardrepresent one standard deviation. The dashed lines show the curves
deviation of tex for the individual residue, was evaluatedexpected in absence of conformational exchange, Rex 5 0 [c.f. equa-
tion (1)]. The optimized values of tex and ` are 20.3 6 2.1 ms, for the entire set of 42 residues. The standard deviation
(269 6 27) 3 103 s21 (R86); 16.9 6 1.7 ms, (980 6 104) 3 103 s21 of Z, denoted sZ, is related to the standard deviation
(S101); and 23.3 6 1.5 ms, (484 6 36) 3 103 s21 (D131). in site-to-site variability in tex, denoted L, through the
relationship sZ2 5 1 1 (L/,st .)2 [53]. Here, sZ 5 1.50,
corresponding to L 5 3.2 ms. We analyzed the variation
The optimized values of R1opt and R02opt agree with the in tex in more detail by partitioning objectively the 42
experimentally determined values R1 and R02 [43] to residues into three different groups using cluster analy-
within the experimental errors, yielding mean deviations sis based on hill-climbing algorithms [54], modified to
of ,R1opt 2 R1. 5 20.01 6 0.02 s21 and ,R02opt 2 R02. 5 weight each datum by its estimated uncertainty. The
20.02 6 0.08 s21. This observation indicates that the resulting three groups indicated in Figure 2 have the
following weighted mean values of tex: 18.5 6 2.6 msdifferent sets of relaxation rates, obtained from experi-
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faster than that studied here. It is thus likely that the
conformational transition can be initiated from a large
number of substates, such that there exists a multitude
of possible paths across the energy landscape connect-
ing the two basins. (Note, however, that the transition
process does not involve a significant population of un-
folded molecules, as gauged from the fast timescale
[ps–ns] order parameters [43].) Because the 15N chemi-
cal shift is sensitive primarily to local interactions [57],
the chemical shift modulation that is studied in the pres-
ent experiment reflects mainly local conformational
changes. Based on these considerations, we propose
that the distribution of residue-specific tex values may
reflect ensemble-averaged hierarchical formation of lo-
cal structure characteristic of the open and closed ba-
sins. Further experiments conducted over a range of
temperatures and static magnetic fields will be needed
to address this issue.
Relative Populations and Chemical
Shift Differences
The quadratic dependence of ` on the chemical shift
difference between the exchanging conformations re-
sults in a wide range of values, ` 5 (0.02–2) 3 106 s–2,
c.f. Equation (4). The ` parameter encapsulates both
the populations and the chemical shift difference, and
these two terms are not directly separable in the present
analysis. However, we compared `1/2 and the absolute
Figure 2. Exchange Correlation Times: tex 15N chemical shift differences, |Dd(wt)|, between the apo
Three different groups identified using cluster analysis are repre- and (Ca21)2 states of wt-Tr2C in order to investigate thesented by colored symbols: red triangles, tex 5 18.5 6 2.6 ms; green extent of agreement between the current data and thecircles, tex 5 25.2 6 2.7 ms; and blue diamonds, tex 5 41.2 6 10.3
assumed exchange process between open and closedms (see the text for details).
(a) tex values shown as a function of amino acid sequence. Error conformations (Figure 3a). The largest ` values are ob-
bars represent one standard deviation. Locations of the helices are tained for residues I100 and E139, which also exhibit
indicated at the top. the largest chemical shift changes upon Ca21 binding
(b) The distributions of tex values derived from the sums of residue- to wt-Tr2C (13.6 and 7.3 ppm, respectively). Weightedspecific normal distributions given by the optimized values and
least-squares minimization of |`1/2/gNB0| versus |Dd(wt)|standard deviations. The total sum is represented by the black line.
using all 42 residues yields a slope corresponding to an
open population of po 5 0.88 6 0.03, as indicated by
the black line in Figure 3a; the sample correlation coeffi-(red group, 24 residues), 25.2 6 2.7 ms (green group, 12
residues), and 41.4 6 10.3 ms (blue group, 6 residues). cient of the data is rc 5 0.66. However, a variation in tex
between different groups of residues likely implies aEvaluating the distribution of Z for each of the three
groups indicates that there is no significant site-to-site variation also in the effective populations. A substan-
tially better correlation is obtained if we consider onlyvariability within these. It should be noted that the statis-
tical significance of results obtained from cluster analy- the red group (22 residues, excluding I100 and I130, as
explained below), which contains residues with well-ses is not readily assessed in a formal manner [54]. Here,
the cluster analysis is not applied to evaluate different determined exchange parameters and the largest varia-
tion in `. These data yield po 5 0.50 6 0.17 and rc 5 0.86,distributions of tex in a quantitative sense but serves
mainly to facilitate further investigations of the micrody- as indicated by the red line in Figure 3a. The value of
po obtained for the red group agrees reasonably wellnamic parameters (see the following sections), as well
as the spatial distribution in the molecular structures of with an earlier estimate of the populations, po 5 0.65 6
0.15, which was based on the intensities of the tworesidues with different exchange time constants.
As stated above, the results of the cluster analysis do mutually exclusive sets of NOEs [45]. Thus, the results
obtained for the red group strongly support the notionnot necessarily imply that there are only three distinct
exchange processes active. An alternative view is that that the observed exchange involves open and closed
conformations similar to apo and Ca21-saturated wild-there exists a continuous distribution of effective ex-
change time constants that can be rationalized as fol- type CaM. In contrast, the green and blue groups exhibit
more limited ranges of ` and poorer correlations withlows. The open and closed conformations are probably
best viewed as two different basins of attraction in the |Dd(wt)| that correspond to more skewed populations.
The slopes of the linear fits are dominated by only a fewenergy landscape [5, 55, 56]. Within each of the open and
closed basins, the molecule is interconverting between points for these two groups, and the results can hardly
be taken as significant. It is possible that the exchangelower level conformational substates on a timescale
Conformational Exchange in Calmodulin
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of one side chain oxygen not only impairs the bidentate
coordination of Ca21 but also affects the hydrogen bond
network in the Ca21 binding loop [45, 58], which can
result in significant chemical shift differences for certain
residues between the open conformations of the mutant
and wild-type proteins. For example, the shift deviation
observed for I130 may be caused by such mutation-
specific effects, because the mutated side chain cannot
simultaneously form the hydrogen bonds that are ob-
served in the wild-type protein to this amide group and
to those of D131 and N137 [27, 28, 45]. Clearly, discrep-
ancies between the |Dd(E140Q)| and |Dd(wt)| values could
also result from other structural differences between the
two conformations of (Ca21)2-E140Q and the apo and
Ca21-saturated states of wt-Tr2C. Another possible
source of chemical shift discrepancies might be that the
dynamic chemical shift averaging between substates
within each of the open and closed conformations of
(Ca21)2-E140Q may be different from that occurring in
the wild-type protein. We emphasize that the detailed
structures of the open and closed conformations of
(Ca21)2-E140Q are unknown, although the present data
together with the observed NOEs as well as the 1H and
15N chemical shifts indicate that the conformations re-
semble the apo and Ca21-saturated states of wild-type
CaM [43, 45].
Rate Constants of the Opening
and Closing ProcessesFigure 3. Populations and Chemical Shift Differences
In the case of the red group, the determination of ex-Comparison of the ` values of (Ca21)2-E140Q and the Ca21-induced
change time constant as well as populations enables15N chemical shift changes in wt-Tr2C at 301 K. The data are color
extraction of the forward and backward rate constants.coded (red triangles, green circles, and blue diamonds) according
to clusters, based on the values of tex, see Figures (2)–(4) and the Using equation (3) with a mean exchange time constant
text for details. of ,tex. 5 18.5 6 2.6 ms and an open population of
(a) |`1/2/(gNB0)| plotted versus |Dd(wt)|. Black line: linear regression po 5 0.50 6 0.17, we estimate the rate constants forusing all data, yielding po 5 0.88 6 0.03 (rc 5 0.66). Red line: linear the opening (closed!open) and closing (open!closed)regression using the red group only, yielding po 5 0.50 6 0.17 (rc 5
processes to be ko 5 kc 5 (2.7 6 1.0) 3 104 s21. In a0.86). Open red triangles indicate residues that have not been in-
previous study we noted that the estimated conforma-cluded in the linear regression of the red group (see the text for
details). tional exchange rate was of the same magnitude as the
(b) The 15N chemical shift differences |Dd(wt)| (open circles) and estimated Ca21 off-rate from loop IV and speculated that
|Dd(E140Q)| (colored symbols) are shown as a function of the amino Ca21 dissociation from loop IV may occur predominantly
acid sequence. |Dd(E140Q)| was calculated from the ` values, as-
from the closed conformation so that it is effectivelysuming an open population of po 5 0.50.
gated by the conformational dynamics [43]. Given a Ca21
binding constant of K 5 1.4 3 103 M21 [45] and assuming
an on-rate of kon z108 M21s21 [59, 60], the off-rate isobserved for the green and blue groups does not corre-
estimated to koff z7 3 104 s21. The present measurementspond to one predominant transition between open and
of the actual rate constant for the closing process is inclosed conformations but that additional processes may
general agreement with the estimated Ca21 off-rate.be active for these residues (see also discussion above).
15N chemical shift differences between the exchanging
conformations, |Dd(E140Q)|, were calculated for each Relevance for the Ca21-Induced Structural
Activation of Calmodulinresidue from the respective ` values and po 5 0.50
(as obtained for the red group), yielding values ranging The present results on (Ca21)2-E140Q are likely to be
relevant for understanding the conformational transitionbetween 0.8 and 7.5 ppm. Figure 3b shows a comparison
between |Dd(E140Q)| and |Dd(wt)|, plotted against the also in the wild-type protein. NMR studies of apo CaM
[29, 30, 37] and apo wt-Tr2C [40] have revealed pro-amino acid sequence. As expected, the two sets of val-
ues are highly similar for the residues in the red group, nounced conformational exchange for many residues
in the C-terminal domain. Importantly, the patterns ofwhereas larger deviations are observed for the green
and blue groups. The presence of two calcium ions in exchange contributions to the laboratory frame trans-
verse relaxation rates Rex,CPMG are similar in all three sys-the closed conformation of E140Q most likely distorts
the local geometry and hence the chemical shifts of tems, indicating that they exhibit similar fluctuations.
Again, the largest differences in Rex,CPMG between (Ca21)2-residues located in and around the Ca21 binding sites,
as compared to the apo state of wt-Tr2C. The removal E140Q and the two apo states are observed for residues
Structure
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Figure 4. Location in the Structures of Resi-
dues Exhibiting Different Exchange Correla-
tion Times
The residues are color coded according to
cluster (see the text for details): red, tex 5
18.5 6 2.6 ms; green, tex 5 25.2 6 2.7 ms;
blue, tex 5 41.2 6 10.3 ms; and gray, tex not
determined. The backbone Ca trace is shown
for all residues. The side chain heavy atoms
are shown only for those residues for which
reliable estimates of the dynamic parameters
could be obtained (i.e., red, green, and blue
groups). The closed (a) and open (b) states
of (Ca21)2-E140Q are represented by the
C-terminal domain (residues M76–K148) of
apo CaM (PDB entry: 1CFC [29]) and (Ca21)2-
bound wt-Tr2C (PDB entry: 1CMG [31]), re-
spectively. The figure was generated using
MOLMOL [84] and POVRAY. For clarity, the
calcium ions have been omitted.
located in the Ca21 binding loops (c.f. discussion above). E140Q may serve as a model system for probing in detail
the dynamics and energy landscape of the structuralDisregarding six significant outliers, least-squares mini-
mization of ` (determined here for E140Q) against transition in wt-Tr2C and CaM.
Rex,CPMG (determined previously for apo wt-Tr2C at a tem-
perature of 291 K [40]) yields a slope of `/Rex,CPMG 5 Detailed Structural Information from Chemical
Shift Differences51,044 6 2697 s21, with a medium degree of correlation
of rc 5 0.62. The slope yields an approximate value of Valuable information on the structural details of the ex-
changing species is further provided by the chemicalthe rate constants in apo wt-Tr2C as follows. Assuming
that the second term of equation (8) can be neglected shift differences of I100 [Dd(wt) 5 13.6 ppm] and V136
[Dd(wt) 5 5.5 ppm], located in the middle of the b strandand that the exchange samples identical conformations
in E140Q and apo wt-Tr2C [i.e., Dd(E140Q) 5 Dd(apo)], (corresponding to loop position 8) of loops III and IV,
respectively. The 15N chemical shifts of these two resi-the slope `/Rex,CPMG corresponds to kex(apo)po(E140Q)
pc(E140Q)/[po(apo)pc(apo)]. Taking po(apo) z5%–10% as dues have been shown to be reliable indicators of Ca21
coordination [61]. Ca21 coordination in loop III involvesa reasonable estimate of the populations in apo wt-Tr2C
[40], we obtain kc(apo) z(1.0–1.8) 3 104 s21. Although the carbonyl group of Y99 in loop III, causing appreciable
deshielding of the adjacent 15N nucleus of I100 due tothe temperature dependence of the rate is not known,
the inference is that the rate constants of E140Q and apo polarization of the amide group, with a resulting increase
of the chemical shift by 4–8 ppm [61]. The remainingwt-Tr2C agree well, in accord with previous conclusions
[40]. This may suggest that the E140Q mutation affects chemical shift change of z7 ppm of I100 is attributed
to a change in the side chain x1 torsion angle fromthe rates mainly by altering the free energy of the open
conformation and to a lesser extent the energies of the gauche to trans, which is likely to be associated with
the open–closed transition [61]. In the present study,closed conformation and the effective barrier between
the conformations; in this case, the exchange rate of the estimated value for I100 is Dd(E140Q) 5 7.0 ppm.
This finding is consistent with persistent coordinationE140Q cannot exceed that of wt-Tr2C by more than a
factor of two. The conformational exchange observed of Ca21 in loop III by the backbone oxygen of Y99 and
further suggests that the exchange between closed andhere most likely involves repacking of interior side
chains and significant displacement of backbone atoms, open conformations is associated with conformational
changes of the I100 side chain. In the case of V136,implying excursions across the energy landscape over
a large number of local barriers connecting distinct sub- the Ca21-induced chemical shift change in the wild-type
protein is caused only by polarization effects due to thestates. The E140Q mutation is likely to cause small ef-
fects on the barriers related to the repacking of interior Ca21 coordination by the backbone oxygen of Q135 in
loop IV [61]. Previous characterization of Ca21 bindingside chains, even though it significantly affects the dif-
ference in free energy between the two major conforma- to E140Q has established that the (Ca21)2 state of E140Q
is populated to 98% under the present experimentaltions. Because the populations are nearly equal in
E140Q, the effects of conformational exchange on the conditions. Given the chemical shifts and Ca21 ex-
change rates estimated, any relaxation contributionstransverse spin relaxation are significantly enhanced
(approximately by a factor of three to ten) relative to the due to Ca21 exchange between fully saturated and half-
saturated states are at least one order of magnitudeapo states of intact CaM and wt-Tr2C. To this extent,
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Figure 5. Pulse Sequence for the Off-Resonance Rotating-Frame 15N Relaxation Experiment
Narrow and wide bars indicate 908 and 1808 pulses, respectively. Gradient pulses are indicated by hatched bars, except for the gradient
pulses used for coherence selection, which are stippled. At point a, a water-selective 1H 908 pulse is applied as a rectangular pulse (v1 z125
Hz). At point b, a 5 ms hyperbolic secant-shaped amplitude-modulated adiabatic pulse is applied off-resonance along the x axis to rotate
the z magnetization into alignment with the effective field. During the relaxation delay T, a 15N off-resonance spin-lock field is applied by
continuous-wave irradiation. An even number of relaxation cycles are employed with a 1H 1808 pulse applied in the middle of each cycle as
an z540 ms cosine-modulated rectangular pulse [85] with excitation maxima positioned 2 kHz from the carrier (on water). Following the
relaxation delay, a second reversed adiabatic pulse is applied to bring the magnetization back to the z axis. To ensure the same amount of
heating of the sample in all experiments, a compensating spin-lock field of length T9 5 Tmax 2 T is applied far off-resonance (300 kHz) in the
beginning of each recycle delay. In all experiments, Tmax was set to 500 ms and the recycle delay (D) to 2 s. The delays ta, tb, and tc were set
to 2.25, 2.75, and 0.5 ms, respectively. The delay t9b is given by tb 1 2pw, where pw is the length of the 1H 908 pulse. The experiment employs
gradient and phase cycling schemes as described by Farrow et al. [78]. Gradient levels used were g1 5 1 ms, 5 Gcm21; g2 5 0.5 ms, 4 Gcm21;
g3 5 1 ms, 10 Gcm21; g4 5 0.5 ms, 8 Gcm21; g5 5 1.25 ms, 30 Gcm21; and g6 5 0.125 ms, 29.5 Gcm21. The phase cycling used was `1 5
x, 2x; `2 5 y; `3 5 2(x), 2(y), 2(2x), 2(2y); `4 5 x; and receiver was x, 2x, 2x, x. For each increment of t1, two free induction decays (FIDs)
were collected with the phase of `4 and the amplitude of g6 inverted for the second FID. For each increment of t1, the phases of `4 and the
receiver were incremented by 1808.
smaller than those observed here and can thus be safely the exchange processes in (Ca21)2-E140Q and (Mg21)2-
wt-Tr1C suggest that the phenomenon is not specific toneglected [43, 45]. The present estimate of Dd(E140Q) 5
4.5 ppm for V136 therefore suggests that the backbone the mutant but rather is general for the second loop of
each domain. However, the exchange in (Mg21)2-wt-Tr1Coxygen of Q135 coordinates Ca21 only in the open con-
formation. This is in agreement with the structural differ- appears to be restricted to the loop region and does
not involve the hydrophobic core. In this context, it isence of the Ca21 binding site between the closed and
open states of the wild-type protein [28–30], which re- instructive to consider the differences in ion coordina-
tion by the residue in position 12: in (Mg21)2-wt-Tr1C, theveals a hinge-like motion around residue 6 of the loop
[29, 42]. The hinge positions the carbonyl oxygen of E in position 12 does not appear to coordinate Mg21
(which is a smaller ion than Ca21) [42], and the chemicalresidue 7 (Q135) close to the Ca21 site in the open confor-
mation but significantly further away from the site in the shifts indicate that the conformation is predominantly
closed; in (Ca21)2-E140Q, the Q in position 12 coordi-closed conformation; the distance is 2.2 A˚ in the crystal
structure of the Ca21-loaded state (Protein Data Bank nates the Ca21 with a single oxygen and approximately
equal populations of open and closed conformations[PDB] entry 1CLL [28]) and 8.5 6 0.2 A˚ in the NMR
structure ensemble of the apo state (PDB entry 1CFC are observed; in (Ca21)2-wt-Tr2C, the E in position 12
coordinates Ca21 with two oxygens, and the conforma-[29]), as measured by superimposing the first five loop
residues of the apo and Ca21-loaded structures. The tion is predominantly open. The emerging picture shows
that interactions between the ion and the oxygen(s) inproposed hypothesis that Ca21 dissociation from loop
IV may be gated by the conformational dynamics is position 12 are required for stabilizing the open confor-
mation [42, 45, 46, 62] and that loss of these interactionssupported by the present interpretation of the V136 shift
differences in terms of a reduced number of Ca21 ligands promotes fluctuations in the second loop of the EF-hand
pair, such that the carbonyl oxygen in position 7 movescontributed by the protein in the closed conformation.
For comparison, in loop III the distances are 2.2 A˚ and away from the ion, possibly triggering ion release. The
comparative analysis of exchange in (Mg21)2-wt-Tr1C2.4 6 1.9 A˚, respectively, suggesting that Ca21 coordina-
tion by the carbonyl oxygen in position 7 is maintained and (Ca21)2-E140Q suggests that these fluctuations oc-
cur also in the wild-type protein. However, in the Ca21-in the closed conformation. This difference between the
two loops is mirrored by the N-terminal domain, where saturated state the population of the open conformation
totally dominates, which makes the exchange contribu-the corresponding distances are 2.3 A˚ and 1.9 6 0.2 A˚
for loop I and 2.3 A˚ and 3.2 6 0.4 A˚ for loop II. Interest- tions to the spin relaxation rates undetectably small.
ingly, loop II of Mg21-saturated wt-Tr1C also exchanges
between two conformations, only one of which appears Residues with Similar Exchange Time Constants
Cluster in the Structureto coordinate the ion with the backbone oxygen in posi-
tion 7 [42]. Also in this case, the exchange rate is similar In Figure 4, the residues are color coded by tex groups in
the apo and Ca21-loaded structures of wt-Tr2C. Certainto the rate of ion release [42]. The similarities between
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patterns can be identified from the spatial distribution known about the dynamics of these transitions. The
ultimate goal of understanding protein function from aof residues belonging to the different groups. Residues
belonging to the red group are primarily located on the molecular perspective requires that the dynamic pro-
cesses and energy landscape of structural changes besurface of the protein (Figure 4). In addition, the red
group includes the central residues of the b sheet, I100 investigated.
CaM is a ubiquitous Ca21-activated regulator of nu-and V136, as well as a cluster of residues, I85, M109,
L116, and M145, located at the “bottom” (in the view of merous cellular processes in eukaryotic organisms.
Ca21 binding to CaM triggers a structural transition inFigure 4) of the hydrophobic core in the apo structure
(Figure 4a). The latter cluster is not present in the Ca21- each of its two domains from a closed (inactive) to an
open (active) conformation that is central to target rec-loaded structure, although the interactions are main-
tained between residues I85 and M145 and between ognition. Here, we have used NMR relaxation experi-
ments to characterize the dynamics of this transition inM109 and L116 (Figure 4b). Similar observations are
made for the green group: F89 packs against V108, a model system—the E140Q mutant of the C-terminal
domain of CaM.forming a hydrophobic cluster together with L112 in the
apo state (Figure 4a) but not in the Ca21-loaded state The conformational transition occurs with a mean time
constant of ,tex. 5 21 6 3 ms. The results suggest(Figure 4b). The green group includes several residues
located in helix F. The different sides of helix F and to that tex varies significantly between different groups of
residues and that residues with similar values exhibitsome extent also helix E are characterized by different
tex values (red and green groups; Figure 4). Finally, the spatial proximity in the structures of apo and/or Ca21-
saturated wild-type CaM. These observations suggestblue group comprises six residues that all have large
uncertainties in tex. Three residues of the blue group are that the conformational exchange involves locally col-
lective processes, which depend on the structural topol-located in the very center of the core; the side chains
of L105, I125, and F141 form a hydrophobic cluster in ogy. Transition rates were estimated for a subset of
residues, yielding ko 5 (2.7 6 1.0) 3 104 s21. Comparisonsthe apo structure (Figure 4a). In the Ca21-loaded state,
the side chain of F141 has a totally different orientation, with previous results indicate that similar processes oc-
cur also in the wild-type protein. The measured rateswhile L105 and I125 are still packed together (Figure
4b). G134, situated in loop IV, interacts only with I125 match the estimated Ca21 off-rate, suggesting that Ca21
release may be gated by the conformational dynamics.in the Ca21-saturated state, and it does not pack against
any other residue of the blue group in the apo state. Structural interpretation of estimated chemical shifts
suggests a mechanism for ion release.The blue group also includes two residues (G113 and
E119) in the linker region that do not exhibit contacts
Experimental Procedureswith any other residue in the same group. Overall, the
proximal location of residues belonging to the same
Theory
group substantiates in an independent manner the quali- The off-resonance rotating-frame relaxation rate constant R1r is
tative results of the cluster analysis and provides infer- given by [19, 63, 64]
ential support for the notion that different groups of
R1r 5 R1cos2 u 1 R02 sin2 u 1 Rex sin2 u (1)residues exhibit different values of tex. Similarly, tem-
perature-dependent macroscopic exchange terms ob- where R1 and R02 are the longitudinal and exchange-free transverse
autorelaxation rate constants, respectively; Rex is the conformationaltained previously from CPMG experiments [Rex,CPMG;
exchange contribution to transverse relaxation; u 5 arctan(v1/Dv)equation (8)] revealed different apparent activation barri-
is the tilt angle between the reduced static magnetic field Dv 5 v 2 v0ers for different residues in (Ca21)2-E140Q [43]. There is and the effective field ve 5 (Dv2 1 v12)1/2 in the rotating frame; vno obvious correlation between the microscopic ex- is the spin-lock frequency; v0 is the population-averaged Larmor
change time constants reported here and the apparent frequency; and v1 is the precession frequency around the spin-lock
field. The conformational exchange contribution is dependent on veactivation barriers reported previously. However, such a
and u, such that an excess dispersion in the relaxation rate revealscorrelation is not necessarily expected, because the mac-
the existence of conformational exchange (c.f. Figures 1b and 1c).roscopic exchange terms correspond approximately to
For a two-state exchange process between closed (c) and openthe product tex 3 ` rather than tex. The spatial clustering (o) conformations [63, 64], the exchange contribution in the fast-
of residues with similar time constants suggests that exchange limit (tex dv ,, 1) is given by
the exchange involves locally collective processes that
Rex 5 `tex/(1 1 t2exv2e) (2)depend on the structural topologies of the open and
closed conformations. in which
tex 5 1/kex 5 p0/k0 5 pc/kc 5 1/(k0 1 kc) (3)
Biological Implications and
` 5 p0pcdv2 (4)The conformational fluctuations and dynamics of a pro-
tein are intimately coupled to its function, as evidenced where tex is the time constant for the exchange process; kex is the
exchange rate constant; ko and kc are rate constants for the openingby a large number of atomic resolution structures of
and closing reactions, respectively; pi is the population of spins inproteins revealing significant structural rearrangements
state i; dv 5 gNB0Dd; gN is the gyromagnetic ratio of 15N; B0 is theupon binding of low molecular weight ligands or macro-
strength of the static magnetic field; and Dd is the chemical shift
molecular receptors. While there is a rich database avail- difference (in ppm) between the two states.
able on the amplitudes of structural change obtained The exchange-free transverse autorelaxation rate constant can
be obtained as [65]from the static pictures of the end states, very little is
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R02 5 (hxy/hz) (R1 2 1.249sNH) 1 1.079sNH (5) by measuring the frequency difference between the temperature-
independent resonance signal of DSS [80] and the carrier frequency,
where hz and hxy are the rate constants of longitudinal and transverse which follows the temperature-dependent HDO resonance used for
cross-relaxation caused by interference between 1H-15N dipolar and the field/frequency lock [81]. The set point temperature of the VT
15N chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) relaxation mechanisms [66], and unit was adjusted so that the sample temperature was stable at the
sNH is the heteronuclear cross-relaxation rate constant, which is target value of 301 K after a preparation period of “dummy scans.”
related to the steady-state {1H}-15N NOE by R1r values were measured at eight different effective fields,
achieved by varying the radio frequency of the spin lock (v) while
sNH 5 R1(gN/gH) (NOE 2 1) (6) keeping the B1 field strength constant at a value corresponding to
v1 5 2164 6 43 Hz. The B1 field strength was measured by monitoringin which gH and gN are the gyromagnetic ratios of 1H and 15N, respec-
residual scalar couplings as a function of off-set during continuous-tively. Equation (5) is based on the fact that hz and hxy depend
wave irradiation. Measurements were performed with the followingon the same interaction strengths and that hxy does not contain
nominal tilt angles (corresponding to the midpoint of the spectrum),contributions from exchange [65, 67]. Furthermore, it is assumed
with the range between the smallest and largest actual tilt anglesthat hz is negligibly affected by 1H-1H cross-relaxation. Equation (5)
(corresponding to residues G132 and A147, respectively) givenis derived using reduced spectral density mapping [68–70], based
within parentheses: 198 (178–208), 228 (208–258), 278 (248–308), 348on the assumption that spectral densities at frequencies in the inter-
(308–398), 398 (348–468), 468 (398–548), 548 (458–648), and 648 (538–768).val (vH 1 vN; vH 2 vN) may be written as J(evH) 5 (0.87/e)2J(0.87vH)
At each tilt angle, NMR spectra were obtained for eight different[65, 68].
relaxation delays, and duplicate spectra were recorded for two ofThe transverse autorelaxation measured in a CPMG experiment
these. The longest relaxation delay used for each tilt angle was[71, 72] can be represented by
chosen such that the magnetization of each spin had decayed to
R2 5 R02 1 Rex,CPMG (7) less than 30% of its initial value. All spectra were recorded with
spectral widths of 8000 Hz over 2048 complex points in v2 (1H) and
The exchange contributions Rex,CPMG can be interpreted in terms of 1300 Hz over 128 complex points in v1 (15N). The 1H carrier frequency
the microscopic exchange time constants using the following ap- was set on the H2O signal.
proximate expression for two-site exchange [73]
NMR Data Processing and Analysis
Rex,CPMG 5 `tex[1 2 (2tex/tcp)tanh(tcp/2tex)] (8) Processing and analysis of the NMR spectra were performed using
Felix97 (MSI). All spectra were processed using two protocols toin which tcp is the delay between the 15N 1808 pulses in the CPMG
optimize either signal-to-noise or resolution of the crosspeaks. Thesequence. Numerical calculations indicate that equation (8) is accu-
former protocol involved exponential and cosine bell apodizationrate to within 6% for parameter values expected here: tex , 100 ms,
functions in v2 and v1, respectively, while the latter involved Lo-tcp 5 1.2 ms, 0.5 , po , 0.9, and Dd # 10 ppm.
rentzian-to-Gaussian transformation in v2 and extension of the inter-
ferogram by linear prediction followed by a cosine bell in v1. TheNMR Spectroscopy
final size of the matrices was 1024 3 1024 real points after zero fillingExpression and purification of 15N-labeled E140Q were carried out
in v1 and Fourier transformation. Peak intensities were measured asas reported previously [45]. The NMR sample contained 600 ml of
peak heights. Uncertainties of the intensities were estimated from2.3 mM protein, 0.2 mM NaN3, 0.1 mM DSS, and 41 mM CaCl2,
duplicate spectra and from standard deviations of the base-planedissolved in 90% H2O/10% D2O at pH 6.0. At this Ca21 level, the
noise [82]. R1r values were obtained at each tilt angle by nonlinear(Ca21)2 state of E140Q is populated to 98% and the (Ca21)1 state to
optimization of single-exponential decays to the experimental data2%, as calculated from the binding constants determined previously
[83]. The rate constants at 301 K for the 15N longitudinal and trans-[45]. 1H and 15N assignments of (Ca21)2 E140Q at 301 K have been
verse autorelaxation (R1 and R2, respectively), the longitudinal andreported previously [45]. All NMR experiments were run at 301 K on
transverse cross-relaxation (hz and hxy, respectively) due to interfer-a 600 MHz Varian Inova spectrometer operating at a 1H Larmor
ence between 1H-15N dipolar and 15N CSA relaxation mechanisms,frequency of 599.89 MHz and using a Varian single-axis pulsed field
and the steady-state {1H}-15N NOE values have been reported pre-gradient inverse broadband probe.
viously [43].The pulse sequence used to record the 15N R1r spectra is shown
in Figure 5. At point b, where longitudinal 15N magnetization is estab-
Determination of Dynamic Parameterslished, the pulsed field gradient (g1) is applied to dephase any re-
The four parameters R1opt, R02opt, tex, and ` were optimized simultane-maining transverse magnetization, and the 15N carrier frequency is
ously for each 15N spin against the experimental values of R1, R2,switched to a value determined by the desired effective field. The
R02, and the eight values of R1r as a function of u, using the followingmagnetization is aligned along the effective field using a 5 ms hyper-
relations [c.f. equations (1), (2), (7), and (8)]:bolic secant-shaped amplitude-modulated adiabatic pulse [74] ap-
plied along the x axis. Calculations indicate that the adiabatic pulse R1 5 R1opt (9)
achieves an alignment better than 99.9% for the largest tilt angle, R02 5 R02opt (10)
where the performance of the pulse is poorest. During the following R2 5 R02opt 1 `tex [1 2 (2tex/tcp) tanh(tcp/2tex)] (11)
relaxation delay (T) the magnetization is spin locked in the tilted R1r 5 R1optcos2 u 1 R02opt sin2 u 1 [`tex/(1 1 t2exv2e)]sin2 u (12)
frame using continuous-wave irradiation. In order to eliminate ef-
fects of cross-correlation between 1H-15N dipolar and 15N CSA relax- Nonlinear least-squares optimization using the Levenberg–Mar-
quardt algorithm and Monte Carlo error analyses were performedation mechanisms in the R1r experiments, 1H 1808 pulses are applied
during the relaxation delay [75–77]. After the relaxation delay, the following standard procedures [83]. In order to assess the statistical
significance of any obtained relaxation dispersion, an additional fitremaining magnetization is returned to the z axis using a reverse
adiabatic pulse, and the 15N carrier frequency is switched back to was performed that excluded the conformational exchange parame-
ters ` and tex (i.e., only two optimized parameters, R1opt and R02opt,the value corresponding to the midpoint of the 15N spectrum. In
other respects, this 15N off-resonance R1r experiment is virtually were used in this fit). F-statistical testing was used to select between
the two- and four-parameter models [48].identical to the 15N R1 experiment described previously [78]. The
recycle delay between transients was 2.3 s, including the acquisition
period. 15N decoupling during acquisition was achieved using the Acknowledgments
GARP-1 decoupling sequence [79].
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